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Welcome back!
I would like to personally welcome you back to the ELI.

IN THIS ISSUE

It is a joy to witness the growth in our ELI family and I
extend to our existing members lots of gratitude, to our

ELI in Brief

new ones, a warm welcome.
Here at ELI, we strive to always present issues with the
most beneficial and valuable information. Keeping with
our promise of delivering information that keeps you in
touch with the news and developments related to the

Summer Course
Overview: Teachers
Share their Reflections
and Experiences

ELI; this issue is centered around giving an overview of
all the developments happening at the ELI.

Class Notes and
Resources

As part of our commitment to communicating what is
important to you, we want to hear from you. We are
looking forward to hearing about what you want us to
deliver whether it be suggestions or content. In the
upcoming weeks, we will be sending an online survey
about the newsletter to help us understand what our
readers would like to see in upcoming issues of the ELI
Newsletter. I would like to thank you in advance for
taking a few minutes of your time to fill it out.
Finally, may I thank all of you who contribute to our
newsletter with their time and efforts. I look forward to
working and hearing from you during this academic
year.

HANADI ALSHOGIRAN
Editor
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In Brief
ELI IN SENTENCES

Mark your Calendars
DATE

November 28, 2018
Speaking Projects

DATE

November 29, 2018
Shout Outs Thursdays

DATE

December 3, 2018
Progress Test 3

DATE

December 4-5, 2018
Speaking Exams

DATE

December 24-26, 2018
Mid-Year Symposium

DATE

The PNU children Research
chair is still accepting
proposals for book ideas and
research topics. For further
information please contact
them at vgs-cls@pnu.edu.sa
ELI is offering IELTS
preparation course starting
January, 2019. Admission is
now open on the following
link. (click here)

December 9, 2018
Final Exam (all tracks)

DATE

The Deanship of Library
Affairs has devised a new
loaning service to that
introduces the number of
permitted books, loan
periods, fines and fees to
library users. For further
information (click here)

December 27, 2018

A new initiative by
management was put
forward to provide simple
and fun activities that ELI
members can participate in
weekly. These activities will
be placed outside of the ACs
suite.

1st Semester break (by the end of
Thursday)*
DATE

pnu.eli.newsletter@gm
ail.com

January 5, 2019
Beginning of the 2nd Semester

Click here for

@Elipnu

ELI ACADEMIC CALENDAR
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In Brief
Management members and teachers share their
goals for this academic year
My goal for the current academic year is to manage the
various English programs in a way that promote English
language learning and support the teaching at the ELI.
Accordingly, I aim to set a clear sense of direction and
situate all teaching activities in line with measurable
goals and standards. Teacher motivation and
collaboration to ensure a shared understanding and
ownership of the ELI’s goals and activities by all staff is
also a priority. I believe that empowering our academic
staff will steer them towards excellence in the teaching
of the English language and go a long way towards
achieving our shared vision.

My goal is to ensure that all exam papers are marked
accurately and therefore, all our students are treated
fairly. My dream?? is that all repeaters pass this year, and
I am longing to see that as much as they do themselves!

▬ Ashwaq AlJahlan, Vice Dean of Academic Affairs

▬ Natasha Rock, General Academic Coordinator

My goal for this year is to build common understanding about

My teaching goal this academic year is to promote
learning in a more fun way using different teaching
techniques and to create a student centered classroom. I
would also like to attend professional development
workshops in order to stay up to date with new teaching
methods and ideas.

what the team can achieve together. We need to build a shared
vision, then empower others to deliver it.
▬ Areej AlOtaibi, Academic English Manger

One of my main objectives this semester is to lift moral as
much as possible

▬ Aya Al-Somaida'ay, Head of Testing Unit

To be able to maintain a professional approach when
carrying out my duties as a teacher/academic
coordinator
To cultivate better relationships with colleagues to work
better as a team

▬ Halima Garba, Teacher

▬ Sara AlHaidar, General English Manger

1- Improvement of my teaching pedagogy by reflecting
and learning new teaching strategies.
2- Acknowledge more information about Saudi Arabian
students. (I.e culture, language and how they like to learn)
3- learn more about learning.
4- Improvement of my differentiated instruction skills.
▬ Reem Ali, Teacher

Nothing motivates students to do their best work like a
teacher, therefore, my goal is and will always be to
inspire students and help realize their potential in
order to become successful citizens of my country.
My goal is to inspire students by demonstrating a belief
in their abilities and provide the support students need
to meet challenging academic demands.

“TEACHING IS THE PROFESSION THAT TEACHES ALL
THE OTHER PROFESSIONS.”
this quote amplifies the importance of being a good a
teacher as you are preparing the future of tomorrow. My
aim for this year as always is for my learners to achieve
the best results in their exams. More importantly, I want
them to gain independent learning skills and to become
critical thinkers who achieve success in all aspects of
their life.
- Asha Osman, Teacher

▬ Yasmin Khan, Teacher

Share yours with us

pnu.eli.newsletter@gmail.com

Spotlight

A New and Improved PD Unit
The Professional Development Unit (PDU) is committed
to meeting the development needs of faculty members and
developing a community of practice within the faculty.
PDU collaborates with the top teacher training institutes, such
as Cambridge University and The Norwich Institute for
Language Education (NILE). We are also creating opportunities
for peer mentoring where teachers can observe their
colleagues in order to develop in areas that have been
identified as developmental priorities and also encouraging the
collaboration between teachers by setting up the Continuous
Professional Development (CPD) and the RCLP committee. The
CPD committee is where teachers can discuss teaching
methodology, watch teacher training videos and discuss other
professional issues. The Resource Centre and Lesson Planning
Resource Centre and Lesson Planning Committee (RCLPC)
provide teachers with peer prepared supplementary material
and support with lesson planning.
In order to achieve our aims, the PDU provides members of the
faculty with:

- In-house Continuous Professional Development
Workshops
- External Professional development courses with
external parties in order to provide training courses
that are aligned with International Standards
namely,

*

The Diploma program from the Norwich Institute for Language
Education (NILE) which is the UK’s top-ranked language
teaching and training organization in the category of Teaching
and Learning

*

Cambridge University’s Train the Trainer Program

Click here for

ELI PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT CALENDAR

"The PDU
aims to have
our faculty
members feel
that they are
part of a
teaching
community
which
supports them
and helps
them broaden
and further
develop their
skills and
abilities as
language
teachers"
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Peer Mentoring which allows faculty members observe their
peers in their classes and discuss how they develop areas
identified as in need of development
Support for Action Research to encourage a reflective practice
as to enhance the quality of instruction in our classrooms

The framework of the support that the PDU provides is as follows:

Individual

One to One

-Action Research
-Teaching
Portfolios
-Observation
feedback and
reflection

-Peer mentoring
-Peer observation
-Action Research

Group Based

External PD

-Action Research
-Teacher support
groups
-Mid- Year
Symposium
-End of Year
Symposium

-NILE Diploma 1
and 2
-NILE – Item
Writing
- Cambridge
University –
Trainer
Development
Program

The goal of this academic year is:
- To provide continuous professional development either through in-house training or
through external courses throughout the Academic year
- To meet the needs of faculty members and select training courses that are in line with
those needs
- To collaborate with external parties in order to provide training courses that are aligned
with International Standards, of which EAQUALS is one
- To implement Observation Action Plans so as to develop areas of identified as in need
of development
- To encourage reflective practice via action research so as to enhance the quality of
instruction in our classrooms.
- To develop a community of practice via the CPD and RCLPC committees by first
allowing members of faculty to interact regularly in order to share their experience.

HODA AHMAD
Head of The Professional Development Unit
FARIHYA NOOR,
SELEM TESFAMIKAEL HABTEZION,
FAIZA FAIZEL
PD Coordinators
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Go Team! | Board of the Week

unaB tahsiN
renniW 8 keeW
Week 11 Winner
Yasmin Khan
hahS nirbmA
renniW 9 keeW

Congrats!
YOU CAN BE NEXT...

To enter just take a picture of your
board at the end of the lesson or
when it looks the most spectacular
and send it to the

deyS ahseyA
renniW 01 keeW

PD team: pdu.eli.pnu@gmail.com
CC Farhiya Noor nfarhiya@gmail.com
Each week we will choose a winning
board and present it in the resource
center (2nd-floor library) and the AC
suite.
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Spotlight

A New Vision for Students'
Clubs
The English Language Institute Club started five years ago and has been running
smoothly ever since. This academic year, it is run under the supervision of Mrs Afaf
Althawad, who has dedicated her precious time and effort with her team to run the ELI
Club efficiently. The team members offer three hourly sessions of different club activities
for students every week. The main aim of the ELI Club is to support and enhance
student’s interests in the different fields of learning and provide a platform for them to
achieve their goals by:
building up their linguistic skills
feeling empowered
ready to handle everyday problems and stress
sharpening their communication skills

Enrichment
Club

getting to know different kinds of Media
helping to build up their self-esteem
improving their speaking skills in English
developing their skills in the field of arts and crafts

Conversation
Café

Media Club

Its vision is to develop student’s

Its vision is to promote Media

Its vision is to develop students’

knowledge on how to

Literacy in English. Its aim is

knowledge to communicate in

communicate in different fields

to improve student’s skills in

different fields using English

by using English language. Its

Media by offering Students a

language. Its aim is to create

aim is to create opportunities

chance to produce and

opportunities for students to

and enhance the linguistic skills

present a newsletter in

improve their speaking skills in

of the students to help their

English. Also, a chance for

English and provides an

self-confidence in using English

video editing and making

authentic environment to

as a means of communication by

short film projects.

practice the language in a fun

encouraging them to create

way without the fear of making

dialogues in English

mistakes.

Self-Development
Club

Skills Club

Its vision is to help build

Its vision is to provide a

student’s self-esteem to face

supportive environment for

any difficulties and stress in

students to practice their

their lives. Its aim is to

different skills. It aims to help

develop student’s ability to

and develop Student’s skills in

handle problems and stress

the field of arts and crafts. It

and improve their leadership

offers them opportunities to

skills. It also helps and

enhance their language skills

encourages students to

while practicing art,

become effective members of

photography and painting.

the society.

AFAF ALTHAWAD
Supervisor of ELI Student Clubs

BANAN ALMEGRN, NASIM GEARAY,
SAHAR AMER, MASHAEL ALBLOUSHI,
NAJMA HUSSEIN
ELI Clubs Coordinators
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What's on your Mind?

SUMMER COURSE
OVERVIEW: TEACHERS
SHARE THEIR REFLECTIONS
AND EXPERIENCES
Teaching Eng. 101 for mature professional
adults during the summer of 2018 was
the first experience in my academic career
dating back to1995. I had never before
joined summer schools as a teacher, not
even as a student. Summer has always meant
traveling, fun and relaxation. Moreover, I
have been mostly focused on teaching ESL
theories and methodology to university
students within an academic context where
students are mainly concerned with passing
the exams. However, that summer of 2018, I
was lucky enough to be part of the ELI team
who took the initiative to start the first
summer camp program at PNU. Not only did I
adjust my personal expectations about
summer schools, but also learned more about
a different sort of students' interaction and
engagement. In view of the aforementioned, I
thought that I would reflect on my
experiences and share my humble thoughts
about a finding or two.
My contribution to the Summer Camp
comprised of teaching the English language
to two level 1 class (General track). The
classes met five times a week for two
sessions of four hours each including a 20minute break. I had roughly 16 students
enrolled in each session,

and I had a co-teacher. Summer courses
come with their own challenges. Managing
two different sections with a co-teacher stood
out as one anticipated novelty for me.
Amazingly, thanks to a healthy team spirit
and the responsive attitude on the part of my
co-teacher, zero serious issues popped up. I
believe that this was due mainly to the
collective coordinated multitasking and
focusing amid distractions by our team.
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Meeting the different and distinct expectations of professional adult learners was the
most outstanding challenge in this unique experience for me. Whilst students came from
different professional backgrounds, they all had one common goal: learning English for
everyday life. The students enjoyed the course as it was loaded with relevant information
yet also lightened with fun activities and games. However, toward the end of the course,
a number of students expressed their concern about its fairly short duration that had
restricted their expectations of gaining more knowledge and practice in English. They
overlooked the reality about their being Level 1 students and that they needed
progressively more intensive courses to increase their proficiency levels. I would,
therefore, recommend that course content be discussed and made available to students
at the time of registration. (I would argue that this is the impact of overusing high tech.
where people think that they can get whatever they wish for at the hit of a key ☺). Most
of them had "literally" zillions of questions about language and seemed as if they were
racing to beat time restrictions out. Lowering students' airy fairy expectations to balance
out with academic professionalism and realism as well as pacing their haste while
keeping their spirit up about continuing with the course and trusting the team work were
new skills for me to consider and put into practice.
Overall, an eagerness and willingness to take more summer courses in the ELI at
PNU were the students' sincere evaluation. They suggested that the ELI offer evening
courses during the regular academic months to avail them the opportunity to have more
exposure to the English language. They also pointed out the importance of implementing
practice-presentations on a weekly basis before doing the final presentation date. They
were only hoping for more fun and a new skill acquired through the course. I, personally,
was impressed by their contribution to the planning of the course material as well as their
positively overt opinion of the curriculum.
Such a wonderful success would have not been accomplished without the continuous
endorsement of the management team of the ELI. Liaising with a reduced number of
administration and management staff over again a reduced time of work hours was a
breeze though. The team spirit was again predominant among the admin staff and
instructors. On the other hand, we, instructors and students were equally treated to a
fantastic care and efficient management.

Maisaa Tubail
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Co-Teaching... Is it for us?
WAFFA KAISI & ISMA SANA

This summer we had the rare opportunity to work together
as co-teachers for PNU’s Summer Program, teaching 13 to
15-year-old English. This programme was unique in that it
honed in on and focused on the students’ needs and
interests. Lessons were planned using topics such as ‘All
About Me’, ‘Fashion’, ‘Jobs’, ‘Travel’ and ‘Celebrations’.
These topics helped the teaching of grammar and
vocabulary, including the speaking and writing skills in a
fun and engaging way. Lessons were delivered by both coteachers in the classroom. At first, this idea was met with
some resistance as it hasn’t been done before. However,
once we sat down and adapted the lesson plans, things
became much easier.
Co-teaching has many advantages in that it allowed us
to give students access to different teaching methods and
styles. We were able to plan the delivery of different
lesson segments and focus on developing students skills.
Students were given extra attention, which helped with
their progress. On a personal note, we were able to learn
from each other, share the workload and collaborate on a
number of matters, such as classroom management,
monitoring students, and giving one on one support.
Teaching in this way helped take the pressure off of one
teacher. Upon further reflection, it may also have been
more effective if one teacher taught vocabulary and the
other grammar - these were incorporated into teaching the
reading, writing and speaking skills. This is not to say that
issues couldn’t have arisen if say we did not know each
other beforehand and had issues with each other’s
teaching methods or styles and bearing in mind
personality clashes.
We would definitely recommend co-teaching, as this
experience gave us the opportunity to use our collective
knowledge and varied techniques to teach English to
teenagers, help them overcome related challenges, and
realize their potential.
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Reaching & Teaching Teens
ESSRAA KHAMIS

When I was assigned to teach teens, I had my doubts at the beginning. I was not
sure whether I’d be able to do it, especially since it’s been a few years that I had
taught that age group. However, as they say, once you learn how to ride a bike…
I struggled at first, trying to figure out how to get students engaged in a fun yet
educational way, especially when I realized how different mentalities could be at that
age, even if the gap is small (3-4 years). I managed to overcome most of the
challenges after that I started to read and employ various resources on how to create
different activities that help to make these two worlds meet.
Technology plays an important role in many of these activities as it’s a driving force for
this generation and consists of Videos, presentations, and interactive websites such as
Kahoot and Padlet. It certainly helped us fill the gaps in any lesson and connect
lessons objectives as well.
I have to say that Ms. Hanadi had the greatest part in keeping things running
smoothly through tough times with her calming smile and stress-free management. I
was excited to come to class every day and give my best, which is something I hadn’t
felt in quite some time.
The overall experience was challenging and rewarding at the same time, and without a
doubt, I would definitely do it again if I were given the chance.
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Resources
01

02

Second Language Classrooms
Research on Teaching and Learning
This important new book provides a critical
overview of recent classroom-centered research
and its implications for the teaching and learning of
languages. Chaudron synthesizes ... read more.

Five-Minute Activities
A Resource Book of Short Activities
Five-Minute Activities is an invaluable source of
ideas for language teachers. It contains resources of
over 130 short activities for the language classroom:
some are well-tried favorites clearly restated, . read
more.
*These books are available in our ELI library

Food for Thought
SECOND SET PARTNERS: A TURN AND TALK STRATGEY
For supporting materials, kindly click this link
STUDENTS SHOULDN'T RELY ON HIGHLIGHTING TEXT
For further information, kindly click this link
CRAFTING FEEDBACK THAT LEADS TO LEARNING
To read, kindly click this link
INNOVATION DOES NOT HAPPEN IN ISOLATION
To read, kindly click this link

Rethinking Roleplay
Halima Graba
Prior to Activity:
Role-play: is when learners pretend to be someone else in a
specific situation and have a practice conversation. In order to
make it more productive, a teacher might have to provide
learners with the structures/language they need to use for
the activity. This can be done either by providing learners with
a role card, containing sentence stems (incomplete sentences
to be completed by learners using words or phrases related
to the topic) or a dialogue card where two learners (A and B)
act out what is on the card adding relevant information. This
activity can be adapted depending on the level of the
learners. It can be used with students at the elementary level
or sometimes with beginners, but in this case, the language
will be very limited as they do not have enough to
communicate. Therefore, the teacher might have to drill the
sentences they need for the activity. However, with advanced
learners, the teacher could simply tell students that they are
going to do a role-play in pairs ( A and B) or groups, offer the
scenario and explain what is needed from them. The teacher
will give learners time to write down the task before acting it
out.

I recently did a ‘hotel receptionist and a tourist’ role-play with
my upper elementary students and the outcome was
amazing. The learners were engaged and had the opportunity
of producing language needed to speak. They learned new
vocabulary and phrases and were very proud of their
achievement.
During:
During the activity, I monitor the students for errors and
provide support where needed as sometimes learners
struggle or get stuck for words and phrases. I assist the
learners with the appropriate language. I also write down
errors for delayed error correction to avoid interruption of the
flow.
After:
It is a very easy but powerful technique that does not
necessarily require special tools. You will be surprised at the
language your students will produce as the activity helps build
learners confidence and their ability to communicate
effectively. Learners do not only enjoy the activity but also
realize the benefits of it and how they can apply what they’ve
learned outside their classroom.

305-985-3865 | 1116 WARNER STREET BIG PINE KEY, FL
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Class Notes:
Words on the Street
As teachers, we always look for new educational as well as
fun ways to teach our students. Playing educational games
can always help in bringing excitement to our classes and
making classes livelier.
One of these games is called Words on the Street which is a
board game that consists of a game board, 26 letter tiles,
timer, and question cards. The game is played in teams of
three to five members in each team.
The rules of the games are as follows:
1- Place all the letter tiles on their corresponding spots in the
middle of the game board.
2- Divide students into two teams, and if you have a large
classroom you can assign one student in each team to be
the referee. One way to boost weak students’ confidence is
to make them referees and provide them with the correct
answers, or you can make stronger students referees help to
keep the game on.
3- Teams take turns and choose a card, the players on the
team need to identify the word on the card and they get to
move all the letter tiles that are part of the word they chose
one space towards their side of the board. For example,
the card says: "to become a member of a group" the
answer is "join"; so the team "on the street" moves the tiles
of the letters J-O-I-N one lane to their side. You can create
the cards according to what book and units you are
teaching. The example above is from Unlock 2, academic
track. For general track, Unlimited 2 book, you can use
questions like “a yellow fruit; something you find in the
living room.” Sometimes, more than one answer can be
accepted, and you can use the same cards multiple times,
but the students cannot use words that went on the street
before.
4- If a letter appears in the word more than once, that letter
moves as many lanes as it appears in the chosen word. For
instance, the players chose the word “banana”, the team
moves “A” tile three lanes and “N” two lanes.
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Class Notes:
Words on the Street
5- If a tile is ever moved off one side of the board,
that team has captured that letter tile. The other
team can still use that letter in their answers, but
they cannot move captured letter tiles back onto
the game board.
6- Remember, there is always a time limit for the
team to decide on the word, correct spelling, and
move the tiles; if they run out of time, they lose
their turn. You can choose to have one minute or
less if you want it to be more competitive.
7- If the spelling is incorrect, they get another
chance to correct their mistake. If they still make a
mistake, they lose their turn and the opponent
team can spell the word and move the tiles to
their side without losing their turn.
8- The game ends when one team has captured
eight of the letter tiles and they will be the
winning team or keep playing until you run out of
time.

Amani Bobah
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"IT IS THE
SUPREME ART OF
THE TEACHER TO
AWAKEN JOY IN
CREATIVE
EXPRESSION AND
KNOWLEDGE"

ALBERT EINSTEIN

The English Language Institute Newsletter is
published for the teachers and managerial staff of
the ELI at Princess Nourah University. For inquiries
or to suggest an item for a future issue, please
contact us using the details below
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BOOK TITLE
AUTHOR

Contributions
if you have any contributions or suggestions for
future issues, make sure to share your thoughts
with us on pnu.eli.newsletter@gmail.com

Feedback
REVIEWED BY:
CLASS:
DATE SUBMITTED:
TEACHER:

We want your feedback! How did you enjoy the
staff newsletter? Was there a feature you
especially liked in the newsletter? Tell us! Do you
have an idea to make the newsletter better? We
want to hear from you! If you want to contribute to
the ELI Newsletter Please send comments to
pnu.eli.newsletter@gmail.com

